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Neo-adjuvant lung Profile
• Need to continue work on Profile claim and development of protocol in UPICT template format
• Dr Mulshine to work in partnership with relevant team including Dr Cole
• Dr Mulshine will contact Dr Altorki for information on his recent presentation (not yet published) which can serve as background material
• RSNA staff will invite full CT group to call for neoadjuvant Profile

Imaging Biomarkers Roundtable, Nov 3-4, 2009
• There will be a CT modality breakout group on Nov 3
• QIBA is more focused, action-oriented activity; Roundtable has broader context and can help set community priorities

Discussion of content for posters for RSNA 2009
Poster 1
• Dr Schwartz sent MSKCC graphics to Dr Mozley
• Dr Mozley working with Merck graphics dept on printing of poster 1

Poster 2 (4 quadrants)
• Authors will work together for consistent look across titles and quadrants
• Dr Fenimore will check on NIST capability to print poster 2

Next steps:
• Dr Mozley will consult with Merck graphic dept for information on poster 1 production
• Dr Fenimore to check on NIST capability to print poster 2
• RSNA staff to re-send copies of poster specs and QIBA logo to Dr Mozley and Fenimore
• Review of:
  o changes to kiosk slide set and posters
  o use wiki to review posters?
• Dr Mulshine to contact Dr Altorki for presentation info
• Dr Mulshine to work with neoadjuvant group to develop Profile claim and complete Profile in UPICT template format
• RSNA staff to arrange call for neoadjuvant group and invite entire CT ctte